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headings, abbreviations explained in footnotes
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Figures: Illustrations, photomicrographs,
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On time...anywhere

When research is in progress, time is vital. That's why
NBCp counts the minutes when shipping biochemicals
for research ... to Bangkok or Paris or Stockholm ... or
anywhere in the world.
NBCo fully understands the urgent need for speedy
delivery. Understands the need for flawless accuracy in
handling. Above all, understands the absolute need for
uncompromising quality and purity in each of more than
3,000 biochemicals immediately available from NBCo.
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In response to all these needs, NBCo delivers.
Everywhere.
Nutritional Biochemicals Corp. guarantees ship
ment within 60 minutes of your call, one day
delivery anywhere in the continental U.S.A. Phone
collect. 216-662-0212. (U.S.A. only)
Send for your free copy of our new catalogue contain
ing more than 3,000 items.
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